WOVEN PHILADELPHIA
PRIDE FLAG

20” x 30” Finished Size

FABRIC
From Pure Solids by Art Gallery Fabrics

Caviar PE-413
Chocolate PE-422
London Red PE-437
Burnt Orange PE-406
Canary PE-448
Emerald PE-417
Royal Cobalt PE-455
Purple Pansy PE-453
Steel - PE-480 (backing)

1/2 Yard Cut
1/3 Yard Cut
1/3 Yard Cut
1/3 Yard Cut
1/3 Yard Cut
1/3 Yard Cut
1/3 Yard Cut
1/2 Yard Cut
3/4 Yard Cut

CUTS
Width of Fabric (WOF) ~ 42-44”

Two 2.5” x WOF & Two 5” x WOF
Two 2.5” x WOF & Two 3” x WOF
Two 2.5” x WOF & Two 3” x WOF
Two 2.5” x WOF & Two 3” x WOF
Two 2.5” x WOF & Two 3” x WOF
Two 2.5” x WOF & Two 3” x WOF
Two 2.5” x WOF & Two 3” x WOF
Two 2.5” x WOF & Two 5” x WOF
One 34” x 23” Rectangle

SUPPLIES
20” x 30” mid-weight woven fusible interfacing
Two 20” x 30” foam board - taped together
1/4” permanent fusible tape
Pins pins and more pins
1” WEFTY Needle
Purple Thang

FIRST LAYER

Prepare first layer strips and board as shown in video.

Starting from the bottom and moving
up, begin pinning your strips in gradient
order leaving no gap between the strips
as you lay them. It is best if the pins enter the board at a sharp angle, with the
pin heads facing the edge of the board.
As you pin one side, try to pull each
strip as taut as possible, stretching the
fabric slightly beyond its natural state.

SECOND LAYER (strips)

To prepare the rainbow strips for the second layer, use the permanent fusible tape
and iron to combine all the colors of the rainbow into a single panel. Starting with
one of the 5” x WOF colors, line the tape on one of the long raw edges and press
down to affix. Remove the paper. Then line the next color in order along the raw
edge with the tape and press with the iron the entire length. Fold one fabric over
the seam allowance and press. Follow these steps until all 8 colors are connected.
Cut twenty four 2.5” rainbow strips and prepare strips as shown in the video.

SECOND LAYER (weave)
Get your 1” WEFTY and set of rainbow
strips. “Thread” your WEFTY and, making certain that the color flow is the
same direction as the horizontal strips,
follow an alternating over-under basket weave and pinning the ends of each
strip. Working your way from the inside
out, alternating sides as you go, will ensure a symmetrical weave in the end.

Once all 24 strips have been woven into
the horizontal strips, secure the weave
using the process in the video. Once
secure, trim 1/2” outside of the outer
edge of the completed weave. Discard
excess trimmings.

Affix fusible tape on all four raw edges
of the back of the weave. Center the
backing fabric on the wrong side of the
weave and fuse in place with an iron.
Trim excess and double fold with tape
to create faux binding. Process in video.
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